**Envelope 1**

pen
scissors
1 sheet wood paper
1 sheet white paper
1 sheet striped paper
1 paper ruler
1 glue stick

*Your task is to make food, shelter, education, and minerals based on the resources that you have. No one group has all the resources to make everything on their own. You will have to trade resources with other groups in order to complete your task. The group that does it correctly first will be the winner!* 

**Food** - make a hamburger using no less than three different sheets of paper and no larger than 4”x4”. You will also need glue or paper clips and scissors for this task.

**Shelter** - make a house with wood paper and striped paper (for roof) where the box for the house is 2” x 2” and the roof where its longest side is 3”

**Education** - make a book. Its cover should be made with the waves paper, and its pages should be white paper. The book and its pages should each be 3”x3”. It may be no less than 6 pages, and you must have pictures and words on each page. Tell a story.

**Minerals** - make a ring out of polka dot paper where the width of the band is .5”.
Envelope 2

1 paper ruler
scissors
1 sheet waves paper
1 sheet striped paper
10 paper clips

Your task is to make food, shelter, education, and minerals based on the resources that you have. No one group has all the resources to make everything on their own. You will have to trade resources with other groups in order to complete your task. The group that does it correctly first will be the winner!

Food- make a hamburger using no less than three different sheets of paper and no larger than 4”x4”. You will also need glue or paper clips and scissors for this task.

Shelter-make a house with wood paper and striped paper (for roof) where the box for the house is 2” x 2” and the roof where its longest side is 3”

Education- make a book. Its cover should be made with the waves paper, and its pages should be white paper. The book and its pages should each be 3”x3”. It may be no less than 6 pages, and you must have pictures and words on each page. Tell a story.

Minerals- make a ring out of polka dot paper where the width of the band is .5”.
Envelopes 3

- pen
- 1 sheet wood paper
- 1 sheet waves paper
- 5 paper clips

Your task is to make food, shelter, education, and minerals based on the resources that you have. No one group has all the resources to make everything on their own. You will have to trade resources with other groups in order to complete your task. The group that does it correctly first will be the winner!

Food - make a hamburger using no less than three different sheets of paper and no larger than 4”x4”. You will also need glue or paper clips and scissors for this task.

Shelter - make a house with wood paper and striped paper (for roof) where the box for the house is 2” x 2” and the roof where its longest side is 3”

Education - make a book. Its cover should be made with the waves paper, and its pages should be white paper. The book and its pages should each be 3”x3”. It may be no less than 6 pages, and you must have pictures and words on each page. Tell a story.

Minerals - make a ring out of polka dot paper where the width of the band is .5”.
Envelop 4
1 sheet polka dot paper
1 sheet white paper
5 paper clips
scissors

Your task is to make food, shelter, education, and minerals based on the resources that you have. No one group has all the resources to make everything on their own. You will have to trade resources with other groups in order to complete your task. The group that does it correctly first will be the winner!

Food- make a hamburger using no less than three different sheets of paper and no larger than 4”x4”. You will also need glue or paper clips and scissors for this task.

Shelter- make a house with wood paper and striped paper (for roof) where the box for the house is 2” x 2” and the roof where its longest side is 3”

Education- make a book. Its cover should be made with the waves paper, and its pages should be white paper. The book and its pages should each be 3”x3”. It may be no less than 6 pages, and you must have pictures and words on each page. Tell a story.

Minerals- make a ring out of polka dot paper where the width of the band is .5”.